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All Candidates' performance across questions

Question Title N Mean S D Max Mark F F Attempt %
1 2727 22.3 6.9 40 55.7 100
2 685 21 7.7 40 52.4 25.1
3 311 22.4 7.3 40 56.1 11.4
4 1065 21.3 7.5 40 53.2 39
5 214 23 8.2 40 57.5 7.8
6 446 21.9 7.9 40 54.6 16.4
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Sticky Note
Usually the question number

Sticky Note
The number of candidates attempting that question

Sticky Note
The mean score is calculated by adding up the individual candidate scores and dividing by the total number of candidates. If all candidates perform well on a particular item, the mean score will be close to the maximum mark. Conversely, if candidates as a whole perform poorly on the item there will be a large difference between the mean score and the maximum mark. A simple comparison of the mean marks will identify those items that contribute significantly to the overall performance of the candidates.However, because the maximum mark may not be the same for each item, a comparison of the means provides only a partial indication of candidate performance. Equal means does not necessarily imply equal performance. For questions with different maximum marks, the facility factor should be used to compare performance.

Sticky Note
The standard deviation measures the spread of the data about the mean score. The larger the standard deviation is, the more dispersed (or less consistent) the candidate performances are for that item. An increase in the standard deviation points to increased diversity amongst candidates, or to a more discriminating paper, as the marks are more dispersed about the centre. By contrast a decrease in the standard deviation would suggest more homogeneity amongst the candidates, or a less discriminating paper, as candidate marks are more clustered about the centre.

Sticky Note
This is the maximum mark for a particular question

Sticky Note
The facility factor for an item expresses the mean mark as a percentage of the maximum mark (Max. Mark) and is a measure of the accessibility of the item. If the mean mark obtained by candidates is close to the maximum mark, the facility factor will be close to 100 per cent and the item would be considered to be very accessible. If on the other hand the mean mark is low when compared with the maximum score, the facility factor will be small and the item considered less accessible to candidates.

Sticky Note
For each item the table shows the number (N) and percentage of candidates who attempted the question. When comparing items on this measure it is important to consider the order in which the items appear on the paper. If the total time available for a paper is limited, there is the possibility of some candidates running out of time. This may result in those items towards the end of the paper having a deflated figure on this measure. If the time allocated to the paper is not considered to be a significant factor, a low percentage may indicate issues of accessibility. Where candidates have a choice of question the statistics evidence candidate preferences, but will also be influenced by the teaching policy within centres.
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Section A: Comparative Textual Analysis

Answer the following compulsory question.

1. This question is based on all three texts which follow.

 Text A:
 The poem ‘Wind in the Beechwood’, published in 1918, by Siegfried Sassoon.

 Text B:
 From the opening chapter of the novel Rebecca by Daphne du Maurier, published in 1938. The 

narrator recalls a dream of her former home.

 Text C: 
 A page from the website of The Woodland Trust in 2012.

© WJEC CBAC Ltd.

Using integrated approaches, compare and contrast the presentation of woodlands 
in Texts A – C.

In your response, you should analyse and evaluate how the different contexts and purposes 
of the texts have influenced literary and linguistic choices. You should also consider how 
effective each text is in developing its ideas.
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Text A: ‘Wind in the Beechwood’ by Siegfried Sassoon

The glorying forest shakes and swings with glancing
Of boughs that dip and strain; young, slanting sprays
Beckon and shift like lissom creatures dancing,
While the blown beechwood streams with drifting rays.
Rooted in steadfast calm, grey stems are seen
Like weather-beaten masts; the wood, unfurled,
Seems as a ship with crowding sails of green
That sweeps across the lonely billowing world.

O luminous and lovely! Let your flowers,
Your ageless-squadroned wings, your surge and gleam,
Drown me in quivering brightness: let me fade
In the warm, rustling music of the hours
That guard your ancient wisdom, till my dream
Moves with the chant and whisper of the glade.

Text B: Rebecca by Daphne du Maurier

Last night I dreamt I went to Manderley again. … The drive wound away in front of me, twisting and 
turning as it had always done, but as I advanced I was aware that a change had come upon it; it was 
narrow and unkept, not the drive that we had known. At first I was puzzled and did not understand, 
and it was only when I bent my head to avoid the low swinging branch of a tree that I realised what 
had happened. Nature had come into her own again and, little by little, in her stealthy, insidious way 
had encroached upon the drive with long, tenacious fingers. The woods, always a menace even in 
the past, had triumphed in the end. They crowded, dark and uncontrolled, to the borders of the drive. 
The beeches with white, naked limbs leant close to one another, their branches intermingled in a 
strange embrace, making a vault above my head like the archway of a church. And there were other 
trees as well, trees that I did not recognise, squat oaks and tortured elms that straggled cheek by 
jowl with the beeches, and had thrust themselves out of the quiet earth, along with monster shrubs 
and plants, none of which I remembered.

The drive was a ribbon now, a thread of its former self, with gravel surface gone and choked 
with grass and moss. The trees had thrown out low branches, making an impediment to progress; 
the gnarled roots looked like skeleton claws. Scattered here and again amongst this jungle growth I 
would recognise shrubs that had been landmarks in our time, things of culture and grace, hydrangeas 
whose blue heads had been famous. No hand had checked their progress, and they had gone native 
now, rearing to monster height without a bloom, black and ugly as the nameless parasites that grew 
beside them.

Reproduced with permission of Curtis Brown Group Ltd, London on behalf of The Chichester Partnership.
Copyright © Daphne du Maurier 1938.
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Text C: a page from The Woodland Trust website

Planting trees and woods with the 
Woodland Trust 

Trees are fantastic multi-taskers. They work 
– keeping the air we breathe clean, water 
pure and soils healthy. They give us shelter 
and shade, fruits to eat, firewood to burn and 
timber to work. Trees also enhance our lives. 
They inspire us, support wildlife and are special 
places to cherish and enjoy. We’ve helped plant 
thousands of woods and millions of trees across 
the UK. It’s what we’re great at – working with 
people and partners to unlock the benefits of 
trees. And with generous funding and plenty of 
support available, we can help you enjoy them 
all for free.

Why plant trees and woods?
From firewood, wildlife and game cover to helping prevent flooding, trees and woods bring a 
host of benefits.

How trees can support agriculture
Trees, woods and shelterbelts planted in the right place can help maintain and improve farm 
productivity, directly benefiting farmers.

FREE trees for schools and communities
We have thousands of free packs of trees to give away to school and community groups next 
Spring – to claim yours, apply today.

Our Jubilee Woods project
We’re celebrating Her Majesty The Queen’s Diamond Jubilee by planting 6 million trees. We’ve 
planted over 3 million so far – can you help us by planting your Jubilee tree this winter?

© Reprinted by permission of The Woodland Trust.
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Sticky Note
Basic AO3.

Sticky Note
AO2 Could be more specific.

Sticky Note
AO1 error.

Sticky Note
AO1 syntax.

Sticky Note
Begins to link texts.

Sticky Note
AO2 clear.

Sticky Note
AO1 accurate for 'luminous' and 'lovely'.

Sticky Note
AO2 basic meaning.

Sticky Note
General opening.



Sticky Note
Reasonable point AO2.

Sticky Note
Also uses first person.  Slightly repetitive.

Sticky Note
Interest rather than entertainment.  Some reasonable discussion.

Sticky Note
Basic AO3.

Sticky Note
A little awkward.

Sticky Note
AO1 but needs examples.

Sticky Note
Reasonable on poetic form .

Sticky Note
Octave not Octet.

Sticky Note
Unconvincing.

Sticky Note
Incorrect form.

Sticky Note
AO2 could develop analysis further.

Sticky Note
Secure on terminology AO1.

Sticky Note
AO2 sound.

Sticky Note
Accurate attitude.



Sticky Note
AO1 sentences.

Sticky Note
AO2/3 Making comparisons linked to meaning.

Sticky Note
AO2.

Sticky Note
AO1 clear.

Sticky Note
Fairly sensible AO2

Sticky Note
AO3 sensible contrasts between texts.

Sticky Note
AO2 Narrative stance.

Sticky Note
Example?

Sticky Note
Clear AO2.

Sticky Note
AO1/2 Sensible on attitude.



Sticky Note
This response was given a mark of 24/40.

Sticky Note
AO3--Some sensible coverage of key contextual factors.  Some clear links between texts.

Sticky Note
AO2--Sensible use of key concepts.  Some sustained focus.  Uneven coverage of texts.

Sticky Note
AO1--Organised response.  Generally accurate expression.  

Sticky Note
General comments--tends to overfocus on Text A.Lacks examples.  A little repetitive in places.  Could cover more material, especially on Text B.

Sticky Note
Seems unfinished.

Sticky Note
AO1 Imagery.

Sticky Note
Reasonable AO2.

Sticky Note
Aware of audience.

Sticky Note
Sense of engagement with texts.















Sticky Note
AO3--clear attempt to engage with context of texts.

Sticky Note
Clear AO2/3

Sticky Note
AO3 Context.

Sticky Note
AO2 Sound.



Sticky Note
Sound AO1/3.

Sticky Note
Clear and convincing.  AO1/2/3.

Sticky Note
Secure.  Form is linked with meaning.  AO1/2.

Sticky Note
AO1/2 Interesting discussion.

Sticky Note
Almost gets the rhyme scheme.

Sticky Note
AO1 Form.

Sticky Note
AO2/3 Secure discussion.  Convincing overview.



Sticky Note
AO1 Terminology and expression.

Sticky Note
AO1 Sentence mood.

Sticky Note
AO1 Accurate.

Sticky Note
AO1 Poetic features.

Sticky Note
AO1 Complex.

Sticky Note
Sound AO2.

Sticky Note
AO3 Audience.  Makes connections.

Sticky Note
AO1 Form.

Sticky Note
AO3 Clear attempt to compare the texts.



Sticky Note
AO2/3 Accurate.

Sticky Note
Clear and secure.

Sticky Note
AO3 Purpose.

Sticky Note
Spot on!

Sticky Note
Shrewd analysis.

Sticky Note
AO2 Sound discussion.

Sticky Note
AO3  Links.

Sticky Note
AO1/2  Accurate and mature.



Sticky Note
AO3 Purpose.

Sticky Note
AO1 Confident.

Sticky Note
Continually links terminology and analysis.  Candidate also makes productive comparisons throughout.

Sticky Note
Well expressed analysis.

Sticky Note
AO1 Accurate.

Sticky Note
Sensible AO2/3.



Sticky Note
AO3--  Confident on contextual factors.  Productive and meaningful comparisons between texts.

Sticky Note
AO2-- Assured reading and sub-textual exploration.  Convincing, with some originality.

Sticky Note
AO1--  Accurate, sensitive and thorough use of terminology.  Mature expression.  Very well-organised.

Sticky Note
General Comments-- A confident and mature response, written with flair and sophistication.This response was awarded a mark of 40/40.

Sticky Note
Evaluating.



Section B: Reviewing Approaches

You will need a ‘clean’ copy (no annotation) of the set text which you have studied for this section
in order to answer one of the following questions.
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Answer one of the questions below.

Your response must include:

• sustained	reference	to	your	chosen	set	text;

• comparative reference to at least one other text which you have studied as part of the
English Language and Literature course or selected for wider independent study.

2. Explore how the theme of childhood is presented in the texts you have studied.

In your response you must use integrated literary and linguistic approaches and consider the
significance of contextual factors.

END OF PAPER











Sticky Note
Basic discussion of attitudes/values.

Sticky Note
Basic AO2.

Sticky Note
AO3 Wider reading.

Sticky Note
Basic expression AO1.

Sticky Note
Needs to develop in greater detail.

Sticky Note
Basic AO2.



Sticky Note
AO3 Wider reading poetry.

Sticky Note
Needs to analyse quotation and extend discussion.

Sticky Note
Reasonable AO2.

Sticky Note
AO2 Sensible discussion.

Sticky Note
AO2 attitude/value.

Sticky Note
AO1 sentence mood.

Sticky Note
AO1 needs to use terminology.

Sticky Note
Basic attitude AO2.

Sticky Note
Basic AO2.

Sticky Note
AO1 Imagery.AO2 Discussion is fairly straightforward.



Sticky Note
AO3 Wider reading prose.

Sticky Note
Reasonable AO1/2.

Sticky Note
Tends to describe.

Sticky Note
AO2 General.

Sticky Note
Fairly narrative.

Sticky Note
AO2 Sound discussion.

Sticky Note
AO1 Sentence mood.

Sticky Note
AO1 Accurate terminology.



Sticky Note
AO3--Basic on context.  Wider reading texts need development, with some missed opportunities especially with the Golding text.

Sticky Note
AO2--Clear grasp of basic meaning, but does not develop analysis in sufficient detail.  Drifts into description in a few places.

Sticky Note
AO1--Reasonable range of terminology.  Expression is a little clumsy at times.  Basic sense of organisation.

Sticky Note
General comments--tends to describe in places.  Needs to have a closer focus on language.  But there is also sound discussion. A 'borderline' script between Band 2 and 3.  Finally given a mark of 20/40 placing it at the very top of Band 2.

Sticky Note
Basic AO1

Sticky Note
Reasonable point to conclude.

Sticky Note
AO2 General.

Sticky Note
AO3 Could have said so much more about the connections with this text.



Section B: Reviewing Approaches

You will need a ‘clean’ copy (no annotation) of the set text which you have studied for this section
in order to answer one of the following questions.
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Answer one of the questions below.

Your response must include:

• sustained	reference	to	your	chosen	set	text;

• comparative reference to at least one other text which you have studied as part of the
English Language and Literature course or selected for wider independent study.

4. How are men presented in the texts you have studied?

In your response you must use integrated literary and linguistic approaches and consider the
significance of contextual factors.

END OF PAPER

















Sticky Note
Awkward sentence, but the point is valid.

Sticky Note
Sound overview.



Sticky Note
AO2 Sound.

Sticky Note
Reasonable AO1.

Sticky Note
Secure on attitude/values of author.

Sticky Note
Clear AO1/2.

Sticky Note
AO2 Purposeful.

Sticky Note
Secure discussion of contextual factors.

Sticky Note
AO3 Interesting examples of wider reading.



Sticky Note
AO1.

Sticky Note
AO3 Biographical information.  Context.

Sticky Note
Fair point AO2.

Sticky Note
Incorrect term.

Sticky Note
AO3 Wider reading.

Sticky Note
Mature discussion.  Secure on attitudes and values.  AO1/2.

Sticky Note
Sensible AO1/2.

Sticky Note
Clear AO1.

Sticky Note
Accurate discussion.  Well expressed.



Sticky Note
AO1  Sensible range of terminology.

Sticky Note
AO1/2 clear.

Sticky Note
AO2 Sound.

Sticky Note
Well expressed.  Clearly organised.

Sticky Note
Confident and mature.

Sticky Note
AO3  Purposeful use of wider reading to illuminate understanding.

Sticky Note
AO1.

Sticky Note
Sound AO3.



Sticky Note
AO3 Wider reading drama.

Sticky Note
Accurate and productive AO2.

Sticky Note
Pronoun error.

Sticky Note
AO1 Sentence mood.

Sticky Note
Sound discussion AO1/2.

Sticky Note
AO1.

Sticky Note
AO2 clear.AO3 internal connections.

Sticky Note
Discussion of character.



Sticky Note
Sensible point.

Sticky Note
AO3  Purposeful link.

Sticky Note
Repetition of earlier pronoun error.

Sticky Note
AO1, but spelling error.

Sticky Note
AO2 Basic attitude/value.

Sticky Note
Sentence mood.



Sticky Note
AO3-- Secure discussion of contextual factors.  Meaningful and productive connections drawn to wider reading.

Sticky Note
AO2-- Assured reading of texts.  Mature discussion.  This could have been developed further in a few places.

Sticky Note
AO1-- A good range of terms, but more could have been employed.  Very well expressed.

Sticky Note
General comments--  A thoughtful and engaging response to the question.  A real strength is its wider reading which is original and convincing.This response was awarded a mark of 33/40, placing it in Band 4.

Sticky Note
Sensible understanding.

Sticky Note
AO2  Accurate.
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Section A:   Additional notes 
We may expect candidates to select some of the following approaches to the question. It is 
also possible that candidates may select entirely different approaches. Candidates are 
required to consider the attitudes conveyed by literary and linguistic approaches, not just to 
note the features. They are asked for their views: look for intelligent and interesting 
discussion, but be tolerant, and credit any valid points that emerge from their analysis of the 
actual language. 
 
Text A:  ‘Wind in the Beechwood’ by Siegfried Sassoon 
Although Sassoon is better known as a war poet, there is little reference to WW1 in this 
poem but it would be reasonable to connect the time period with the desire to escape into 
harmony with Nature. The poet aims to capture the visual appearance and particularly the 
movement of the beechwood, moving on to his request to be absorbed into its atmosphere. 
The attitude is of appreciative enjoyment; the yearning to be at one with the natural world 
may recall the values of the Romantics. 
 
Form and structure 
 


 sonnet in two stanzas, octave and sestet 


 volta marked by shift in sentence mood and address 


 octave has two end-stopped quatrains 


 ababcdcd (alternate/cross rhyme) with efgefg in the sestet 


 feminine rhyme in lines 1 and 3 


 much enjambment, notably in l.2-3, 7-8, 11-12, 13-14 


 caesuras, especially in line 9 
 
Grammar and syntax 
 


 third person in the octave, first and second person in the sestet 


 present tense 


 declarative sentence mood, followed by imperatives in the sestet 


 mainly complex sentences 


 juxtaposition of ‘drifting rays’ and ‘steadfast calm’ in successive lines 


 minor exclamative in line 9 


 parallel phrasing using possessive determiner ‘your’ in l.9-10 
 
Lexis, imagery and phonology 
 


 much pre-modification, some double  


 compound pre-modifiers, notably ‘ageless-squadroned’ 


 personifying pre-modifiers ‘glorying’ and ‘lonely’ 


 many dynamic verbs 


 personifying verb ‘beckon’ 


 lexical sets of seafaring in the octave, light in the sestet 


 interjection ‘O’ at the volta 


 syndetic pair of adjectives ‘luminous and lovely’ 


 similes of the ‘creatures dancing’, the masts and the ship 


 personification in ‘your ancient wisdom’ l.13 


 juxtaposition of ‘drifting rays’ and ‘steadfast calm’ in successive lines 


 alliteration in lines 4 and 9 


 onomatopoeia in ‘rustling’ and ‘whisper’ 


 synaesthesia in ‘warm . . .music’  
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Text B: from Rebecca by Daphne Du Maurier 
 
Beginning the narrative with the recollection of a dream may suggest the Gothic genre. The 
opening creates mystery and suspense with the focus firmly on establishing location. The 
setting of the drive indicates a country estate setting, very familiar to the 20th century reader. 
The overgrown estate suggests neglect or abandonment introducing the theme of the 
relationship between past and present. The woodland in the dream landscape is threatening 
and intimidating, with Nature presented as obliterating ‘things of culture and grace’.  
 
Form and structure 
 


 continuous prose 


 description set during a journey along the drive to Manderley 


 chronology suggests that events at Manderley will be revisited 
 
Grammar and syntax 
 


 past tense 


 declarative mood throughout 


 first person singular pronouns 


 first person plural ‘we’ and ‘determiner ‘our’ 


 mainly complex and compound-complex sentences 


 adverb ‘again’ and adverbials ‘in the past’, ‘in our time’ 


 adverbial of manner ‘little by little’ 


 foregrounded conjunction ‘And’ 


 feminine third person determiner ‘her’ for Nature 
 
Lexis and imagery 
 


 sinister adjectives ‘stealthy’ ‘insidious’ ‘tenacious’ 


 syndetic pairs ‘dark and uncontrolled’ ‘black and ugly’ 


 pre-modification ‘squat’ ‘tortured’ 


 verb choice ‘encroached’ 


 dynamic verbs ‘crowded’ ‘straggled’ ‘rearing’ 


 abstract noun ‘menace’ 


 plural nouns denoting tree species ‘beeches’ ‘oaks’ ‘elms’ 


 generic/concrete/common nouns ‘shrubs’ ‘plants’ ‘trees’ 


 personification of Nature with ‘long . . .fingers’ 


 lexical set of the body ‘fingers’ ‘limbs’ ‘cheek by jowl’ 


 sexual imagery ‘naked limbs’ ‘strange embrace’ 


 similes of ‘the archway of a church’ and ‘skeleton claws’ 


 foreign/exotic imagery in ‘jungle growth’ and ‘gone native’ 


 juxtaposition between ‘culture and grace’ and ‘monster height...parasites’ 
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Text C: a page from The Woodland Trust website 
 
This page offers a range of information, blended with persuasion and encouragement to 
investigate by visiting other parts of the website. Its immediate purpose is to promote and 
support the planting of trees and would appeal most to those involved in local community 
groups and projects The emphasis is on the variety of ways in which trees benefit our 
environment, agriculture and leisure.  
 
Form and structure 
 


 very legible font (sans serif) 


 emboldened heading and subheadings 


 page divided horizontally and vertically 


 underlining to indicate links 


 capitalisation of FREE 


 picture to illustrate what trees provide 


 labels to spell out their benefits to us 


 caption 
 
Grammar and syntax 
 


 mainly declarative mood 


 interrogatives 


 imperative ‘apply today’ 


 patterning using third person plural pronoun ‘They...’ 


 first person plural to denote the Trust 


 second person/direct address 


 structures combining first and second person  ‘we can help you’ ‘can you help us’ 


 minor sentences for titles 


 simple sentence to open ‘Trees are. . .’ 


 parallelism/syntactic patterning ‘They give us . . .to work’ 


 tripling 


 adverbials of time ‘next Spring’ ‘this winter’ 


 ellipses indicating more to read elsewhere 


 syndetic pair ‘Brainy and beautiful’ 
 
Lexis, imagery and phonology 
 


 abstract and concrete nouns to label picture 


 concrete nouns e.g. ‘water’ ‘soils’ ‘firewood’ 


 lexical set of farming and countryside 


 compound personifying neologism ‘multi-taskers’ 


 personification ‘Brainy and beautiful’ 


 verb choices ‘inspire’ ‘support’ ‘cherish and enjoy’ 


 metaphorical verb ‘unlock’ 


 plosive alliteration in caption 


 fricative ‘for free’ 
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A2 ENGLISH LANGUAGE & LITERATURE                       LL4 Sections A and B Assessment Grid 
 


Band Marks 


A01  
Select and apply relevant concepts and 
approaches from integrated linguistic and 
literary study, using appropriate terminology 
and accurate, coherent written expression. 
Weighting: 8 marks 


A02 
Demonstrate detailed critical 
understanding in analysing the ways in 
which structure, form and language 
shape meanings in a range of spoken 
and written texts. 
Weighting: 16 marks 


AO3 
Use integrated approaches to explore 
relationships between texts, analysing 
and evaluating the significance of 
contextual factors in their production 
and reception. 
Weighting: 16 marks 


1 0-10 


Limited evidence of integrated study. Minimal, 
unconvincing application of concepts and 
approaches. Written expression often has lapses 
in accuracy and clarity. Response may lack 
organisation Basic terminology often 
misunderstood and misapplied. 


Limited awareness of how some of the most 
obvious choices in form, structure and 
vocabulary create basic meanings. Some 
difficulty in understanding meaning in texts. 
 


Some simplistic awareness of the broadest 
contextual factors.  Limited sense of genre. 
Limited evidence of understanding basic 
points of comparison and contrast.  Texts 
may be discussed individually and 
unevenly. 


2 11-20 


Some basic evidence of integrated study. Some 
application of key concepts and approaches. 
Some use of key terminology. Generally clear 
expression, but with lapses in accuracy.  
Straightforward vocabulary and sentence 
organisation. Clear organisation towards top of 
band. 


Some awareness of some key language 
features. Analysis mainly at word level at 
bottom of band.  Clear grasp of basic 
meaning.  Texts understood on a 
straightforward level.  Some generalisation 
and simplification.  Adequate awareness of 
genre, more secure towards top of band. 


Reasonable observations of some key 
contextual factors.  Some relevant 
discussion of how different contexts 
influence the way the texts have been/are 
received, more relevant towards top of 
band. Selection and discussion of some of 
the more obvious points of comparison and 
contrast.  


3 21-30 


Clear evidence of integrated study. 
Purposeful use of appropriate terminology.  
Relevant and purposeful application of some 
relevant key concepts and approaches.  
Generally accurate, coherent expression. 
Effective organisation, particularly towards top of 
band. 
 
 


More sustained focus on language used to 
create meaning, including some convincing 
phrase and sentence level analysis. 
Sensible use of key literary and linguistic 
concepts and approaches. Sound reading of 
implicit meaning, with increasingly detailed 
appreciation of writers’/speakers’ 
techniques.  


Sensible and clear awareness of the 
influence of some key contextual factors on 
the production and reception of texts.  Some 
sensible evaluation of how different 
audiences/readers in different times might 
respond.  Able to present generally 
convincing overview.  Points for comparison 
and contrast are well-chosen and clearly 
argued. 


4 31-40 


Thorough knowledge, understanding and 
insights gained from integrated study. 
Sophisticated application of concepts and a wide 
range of approaches. Accurate and sensitive 
use of terminology. Very well-organised. 
Written expression is confident, fluent, with 
varying degrees of flair. Mature vocabulary.    


Perceptive awareness of how choices of 
form, structure and language affect readers 
and audiences. Assured reading of texts.  
Convincing and perceptive sub-textual 
exploration.  Some evidence of originality 
may be shown. Clear and sustained focus 
throughout response. 


Confident evaluation of the impact of 
contextual factors in shaping the production 
of texts and influencing different 
audiences/readers at different times. 
Points of comparison and contrast are 
astute and illuminating. Title/question 
addressed consistently and perceptively. 


 
GCE ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE MS-SUMMER 2014 
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SECTION  B:  Reviewing Approaches 
(40 marks) 


 
The ratio of the 3 AOs for Section B is: 
 
AO1: 1                  AO2: 2             AO3: 2 
8 marks                16 marks        16 marks 
 
Responses will be assessed on: 


 The quality of the argument expressed 


 The quality of written expression 


 Evidence of synthesizing integrated literary and non-literary approaches 


 Comparative evaluation of contextual factors shaping the production and reception of 
texts 


 The Section B set text studied should receive sustained attention, but candidates 
should make reference to at least one other written and spoken literary or non-
literary texts studied on the course or selected for wider independent reading.  


 
The question provides candidates with an opportunity to reflect on all the texts, contexts, 
issues and concepts studied as part of the course, as well as synthesizing the knowledge, 
understanding and skills gained. 
Look for a well-constructed, well-written, well-supported line of argument. 
 
 
Content-specific Band Descriptors 
 
Band 1 (Marks 1-10) 
 
AO1  Band 1 responses will show little or no evidence of linguistic and literary study and will 
be characterized by a lack of analysis. Any approach used will be inaccurate or very basic. 
Any terminology used will be at a simple level (e.g. alliteration, exclamation marks) or not 
supported by textual evidence. Written expression may lack accuracy and clarity, with errors 
in sentence control, vocabulary and spelling. There may be problems with understanding the 
question and any line of argument is likely to be confused and unclear. 
 
AO2  References to the set text are likely to be vague and brief or entirely narrative. Any 
attempts at analysis will be inaccurate or simplistic. References to any other texts will lack 
detail, accuracy or relevance. 
 
AO3  Band 1 responses will have little, if any, meaningful comparative comment. 
Organisation is likely to be linear. Contextual understanding will be limited and reliant on 
generalizations or unsupported assertions. 
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Band 2 (Marks 11-20) 
 
AO1    Expect some use of basic approaches with more range and accuracy in upper Band 
2.  Some appropriate literary or linguistic approaches or concepts may be used, more 
selectively in upper Band 2.  Written expression may be basic but increasingly accurate. 
There may be technical errors but meaning is generally clear. There will be some attempt at 
a relevant line of argument, although it may be simple, sketchy or unconvincing. 
 
AO2  Some more obvious meanings in the texts will be understood, with more secure grasp 
of the set text. In lower band 2, expect reliance on outlines e.g. plot, characterisation and 
basic comments on content, events or relationships. Assertions may be unsupported. In 
upper band 2 there will be more awareness of features of style and presentation. Expect 
more focus on detail and more sustained textual support in upper Band 2. Some illustration 
should be provided and there will be some accurate engagement with meaning. 
 
AO3  In lower band 2 some simple points of comparison and contrast will be made. These 
are likely to be sketchy and to rely on the most obvious differences and similarities. 
References beyond the set text are likely to be brief or undeveloped. Focus on the question 
may be uneven or unconvincing. Contextual factors may be oversimplified or rely on 
stereotypes. In upper Band 2 expect more purposeful comparative reference and reasonable 
comment on similarities and differences, although comparisons may still be narrow or 
superficial. There will be some straightforward but accurate use of contextual factors. There 
will be clear attempts to focus on the question and organize a relevant argument. 
 
 
Band 3 (Marks 21-30) 
 
Note: Responses without clear evidence of integrated study i.e. the use of some 
appropriate literary and linguistic approaches, cannot achieve higher than a mid Band 
3 mark (25) even if the response has other indications of quality. 
 
AO1  In lower Band 3 terminology will be used sensibly, although the range may be narrow. 
Expect reliable identification of some key literary and linguistic features and more purposeful 
selection of approaches, especially on the core text. Upper Band 3 responses will use terms 
with increasing precision and confidence. Expression will be increasingly competent and 
fluent, although there may be some technical inaccuracies in lower Band 3. More confident 
lines of argument will be pursued and clear organization will be increasingly evident. 
 
AO2  There will be clearer and more convincing links between style and meaning, especially 
in the core text with some sensible explanation and interpretation, becoming competent at 
the top of the band. Expect sustained reference to the core text, supported by suitable 
quotation with some convincing analysis and increasing appreciation of key stylistic 
techniques. Analysis will be supported by accurate quotation. Understanding of text and 
subtext will be generally sound and treatment of the texts increasingly thorough. 
 
AO3  Expect to find increasingly accurate points of comparison and contrast and a more 
purposeful approach to similarities and differences between the texts. In lower Band 3, there 
will be some sensible use of at least one other text. There will be some clear reference to the 
contextual factors relating to the set text. In upper Band 3 there will be a sound 
understanding of the purposes of the texts and some clear analysis of the influence of 
contextual factors in relation to the question. The key contextual factors relating to the core 
text will be securely understood. There will be sensible focus on the question, relevant 
selection from the core text and some success in framing an argument. 
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Band  4 (Marks 31-40) 
 
AO1  Band 4 responses will be fluent, coherent and well-argued with clear organization and 
good analytical vocabulary. A wide range of terms will be used including those related to the 
most demanding concepts.  Literary and linguistic approaches and concepts will be 
purposefully selected according to the texts. The line of argument will be clear, coherent and 
well-argued. 
 
AO2  Expect mature readings of the texts and material which is well chosen for the question. 
There will be sustained analysis of language use and secure understanding of form and 
genre. A confident understanding of the core text will form the basis of the argument. 
 
AO3  Band 4 responses will make some sophisticated points of comparison and contrast, 
going beyond content and form to consider style, attitudes and contexts. Comparative 
references will be coherently organized with astute links selected to answer the question 
chosen. There will be a perceptive awareness of audience, purpose and genre with a 
confident understanding of the contextual factors relating to the core text. 
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A2 ENGLISH LANGUAGE & LITERATURE                       LL4 Sections A and B Assessment Grid 
 


Band Marks 


A01  
Select and apply relevant concepts and 
approaches from integrated linguistic and 
literary study, using appropriate terminology 
and accurate, coherent written expression. 
Weighting: 8 marks 


A02 
Demonstrate detailed critical 
understanding in analysing the ways in 
which structure, form and language 
shape meanings in a range of spoken 
and written texts. 
Weighting: 16 marks 


AO3 
Use integrated approaches to explore 
relationships between texts, analysing 
and evaluating the significance of 
contextual factors in their production 
and reception. 
Weighting: 16 marks 


1 0-10 


Limited evidence of integrated study. Minimal, 
unconvincing application of concepts and 
approaches. Written expression often has lapses 
in accuracy and clarity. Response may lack 
organisation Basic terminology often 
misunderstood and misapplied. 


Limited awareness of how some of the most 
obvious choices in form, structure and 
vocabulary create basic meanings. Some 
difficulty in understanding meaning in texts. 
 


Some simplistic awareness of the broadest 
contextual factors.  Limited sense of genre. 
Limited evidence of understanding basic 
points of comparison and contrast.  Texts 
may be discussed individually and 
unevenly. 


2 11-20 


Some basic evidence of integrated study. Some 
application of key concepts and approaches. 
Some use of key terminology. Generally clear 
expression, but with lapses in accuracy.  
Straightforward vocabulary and sentence 
organisation. Clear organisation towards top of 
band. 


Some awareness of some key language 
features. Analysis mainly at word level at 
bottom of band.  Clear grasp of basic 
meaning.  Texts understood on a 
straightforward level.  Some generalisation 
and simplification.  Adequate awareness of 
genre, more secure towards top of band. 


Reasonable observations of some key 
contextual factors.  Some relevant 
discussion of how different contexts 
influence the way the texts have been/are 
received, more relevant towards top of 
band. Selection and discussion of some of 
the more obvious points of comparison and 
contrast.  


3 21-30 


Clear evidence of integrated study. 
Purposeful use of appropriate terminology.  
Relevant and purposeful application of some 
relevant key concepts and approaches.  
Generally accurate, coherent expression. 
Effective organisation, particularly towards top of 
band. 
 
 


More sustained focus on language used to 
create meaning, including some convincing 
phrase and sentence level analysis. 
Sensible use of key literary and linguistic 
concepts and approaches. Sound reading of 
implicit meaning, with increasingly detailed 
appreciation of writers’/speakers’ 
techniques.  


Sensible and clear awareness of the 
influence of some key contextual factors on 
the production and reception of texts.  Some 
sensible evaluation of how different 
audiences/readers in different times might 
respond.  Able to present generally 
convincing overview.  Points for comparison 
and contrast are well-chosen and clearly 
argued. 


4 31-40 


Thorough knowledge, understanding and 
insights gained from integrated study. 
Sophisticated application of concepts and a wide 
range of approaches. Accurate and sensitive 
use of terminology. Very well-organised. 
Written expression is confident, fluent, with 
varying degrees of flair. Mature vocabulary.    


Perceptive awareness of how choices of 
form, structure and language affect readers 
and audiences. Assured reading of texts.  
Convincing and perceptive sub-textual 
exploration.  Some evidence of originality 
may be shown. Clear and sustained focus 
throughout response. 


Confident evaluation of the impact of 
contextual factors in shaping the production 
of texts and influencing different 
audiences/readers at different times. 
Points of comparison and contrast are 
astute and illuminating. Title/question 
addressed consistently and perceptively. 
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SECTION  B:  Reviewing Approaches 
(40 marks) 


 
The ratio of the 3 AOs for Section B is: 
 
AO1: 1                  AO2: 2             AO3: 2 
8 marks                16 marks        16 marks 
 
Responses will be assessed on: 


 The quality of the argument expressed 


 The quality of written expression 


 Evidence of synthesizing integrated literary and non-literary approaches 


 Comparative evaluation of contextual factors shaping the production and reception of 
texts 


 The Section B set text studied should receive sustained attention, but candidates 
should make reference to at least one other written and spoken literary or non-
literary texts studied on the course or selected for wider independent reading.  


 
The question provides candidates with an opportunity to reflect on all the texts, contexts, 
issues and concepts studied as part of the course, as well as synthesizing the knowledge, 
understanding and skills gained. 
Look for a well-constructed, well-written, well-supported line of argument. 
 
 
Content-specific Band Descriptors 
 
Band 1 (Marks 1-10) 
 
AO1  Band 1 responses will show little or no evidence of linguistic and literary study and will 
be characterized by a lack of analysis. Any approach used will be inaccurate or very basic. 
Any terminology used will be at a simple level (e.g. alliteration, exclamation marks) or not 
supported by textual evidence. Written expression may lack accuracy and clarity, with errors 
in sentence control, vocabulary and spelling. There may be problems with understanding the 
question and any line of argument is likely to be confused and unclear. 
 
AO2  References to the set text are likely to be vague and brief or entirely narrative. Any 
attempts at analysis will be inaccurate or simplistic. References to any other texts will lack 
detail, accuracy or relevance. 
 
AO3  Band 1 responses will have little, if any, meaningful comparative comment. 
Organisation is likely to be linear. Contextual understanding will be limited and reliant on 
generalizations or unsupported assertions. 
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Band 2 (Marks 11-20) 
 
AO1    Expect some use of basic approaches with more range and accuracy in upper Band 
2.  Some appropriate literary or linguistic approaches or concepts may be used, more 
selectively in upper Band 2.  Written expression may be basic but increasingly accurate. 
There may be technical errors but meaning is generally clear. There will be some attempt at 
a relevant line of argument, although it may be simple, sketchy or unconvincing. 
 
AO2  Some more obvious meanings in the texts will be understood, with more secure grasp 
of the set text. In lower band 2, expect reliance on outlines e.g. plot, characterisation and 
basic comments on content, events or relationships. Assertions may be unsupported. In 
upper band 2 there will be more awareness of features of style and presentation. Expect 
more focus on detail and more sustained textual support in upper Band 2. Some illustration 
should be provided and there will be some accurate engagement with meaning. 
 
AO3  In lower band 2 some simple points of comparison and contrast will be made. These 
are likely to be sketchy and to rely on the most obvious differences and similarities. 
References beyond the set text are likely to be brief or undeveloped. Focus on the question 
may be uneven or unconvincing. Contextual factors may be oversimplified or rely on 
stereotypes. In upper Band 2 expect more purposeful comparative reference and reasonable 
comment on similarities and differences, although comparisons may still be narrow or 
superficial. There will be some straightforward but accurate use of contextual factors. There 
will be clear attempts to focus on the question and organize a relevant argument. 
 
 
Band 3 (Marks 21-30) 
 
Note: Responses without clear evidence of integrated study i.e. the use of some 
appropriate literary and linguistic approaches, cannot achieve higher than a mid Band 
3 mark (25) even if the response has other indications of quality. 
 
AO1  In lower Band 3 terminology will be used sensibly, although the range may be narrow. 
Expect reliable identification of some key literary and linguistic features and more purposeful 
selection of approaches, especially on the core text. Upper Band 3 responses will use terms 
with increasing precision and confidence. Expression will be increasingly competent and 
fluent, although there may be some technical inaccuracies in lower Band 3. More confident 
lines of argument will be pursued and clear organization will be increasingly evident. 
 
AO2  There will be clearer and more convincing links between style and meaning, especially 
in the core text with some sensible explanation and interpretation, becoming competent at 
the top of the band. Expect sustained reference to the core text, supported by suitable 
quotation with some convincing analysis and increasing appreciation of key stylistic 
techniques. Analysis will be supported by accurate quotation. Understanding of text and 
subtext will be generally sound and treatment of the texts increasingly thorough. 
 
AO3  Expect to find increasingly accurate points of comparison and contrast and a more 
purposeful approach to similarities and differences between the texts. In lower Band 3, there 
will be some sensible use of at least one other text. There will be some clear reference to the 
contextual factors relating to the set text. In upper Band 3 there will be a sound 
understanding of the purposes of the texts and some clear analysis of the influence of 
contextual factors in relation to the question. The key contextual factors relating to the core 
text will be securely understood. There will be sensible focus on the question, relevant 
selection from the core text and some success in framing an argument. 
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Band  4 (Marks 31-40) 
 
AO1  Band 4 responses will be fluent, coherent and well-argued with clear organization and 
good analytical vocabulary. A wide range of terms will be used including those related to the 
most demanding concepts.  Literary and linguistic approaches and concepts will be 
purposefully selected according to the texts. The line of argument will be clear, coherent and 
well-argued. 
 
AO2  Expect mature readings of the texts and material which is well chosen for the question. 
There will be sustained analysis of language use and secure understanding of form and 
genre. A confident understanding of the core text will form the basis of the argument. 
 
AO3  Band 4 responses will make some sophisticated points of comparison and contrast, 
going beyond content and form to consider style, attitudes and contexts. Comparative 
references will be coherently organized with astute links selected to answer the question 
chosen. There will be a perceptive awareness of audience, purpose and genre with a 
confident understanding of the contextual factors relating to the core text. 
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A2 ENGLISH LANGUAGE & LITERATURE                       LL4 Sections A and B Assessment Grid 
 


Band Marks 


A01  
Select and apply relevant concepts and 
approaches from integrated linguistic and 
literary study, using appropriate terminology 
and accurate, coherent written expression. 
Weighting: 8 marks 


A02 
Demonstrate detailed critical 
understanding in analysing the ways in 
which structure, form and language 
shape meanings in a range of spoken 
and written texts. 
Weighting: 16 marks 


AO3 
Use integrated approaches to explore 
relationships between texts, analysing 
and evaluating the significance of 
contextual factors in their production 
and reception. 
Weighting: 16 marks 


1 0-10 


Limited evidence of integrated study. Minimal, 
unconvincing application of concepts and 
approaches. Written expression often has lapses 
in accuracy and clarity. Response may lack 
organisation Basic terminology often 
misunderstood and misapplied. 


Limited awareness of how some of the most 
obvious choices in form, structure and 
vocabulary create basic meanings. Some 
difficulty in understanding meaning in texts. 
 


Some simplistic awareness of the broadest 
contextual factors.  Limited sense of genre. 
Limited evidence of understanding basic 
points of comparison and contrast.  Texts 
may be discussed individually and 
unevenly. 


2 11-20 


Some basic evidence of integrated study. Some 
application of key concepts and approaches. 
Some use of key terminology. Generally clear 
expression, but with lapses in accuracy.  
Straightforward vocabulary and sentence 
organisation. Clear organisation towards top of 
band. 


Some awareness of some key language 
features. Analysis mainly at word level at 
bottom of band.  Clear grasp of basic 
meaning.  Texts understood on a 
straightforward level.  Some generalisation 
and simplification.  Adequate awareness of 
genre, more secure towards top of band. 


Reasonable observations of some key 
contextual factors.  Some relevant 
discussion of how different contexts 
influence the way the texts have been/are 
received, more relevant towards top of 
band. Selection and discussion of some of 
the more obvious points of comparison and 
contrast.  


3 21-30 


Clear evidence of integrated study. 
Purposeful use of appropriate terminology.  
Relevant and purposeful application of some 
relevant key concepts and approaches.  
Generally accurate, coherent expression. 
Effective organisation, particularly towards top of 
band. 
 
 


More sustained focus on language used to 
create meaning, including some convincing 
phrase and sentence level analysis. 
Sensible use of key literary and linguistic 
concepts and approaches. Sound reading of 
implicit meaning, with increasingly detailed 
appreciation of writers’/speakers’ 
techniques.  


Sensible and clear awareness of the 
influence of some key contextual factors on 
the production and reception of texts.  Some 
sensible evaluation of how different 
audiences/readers in different times might 
respond.  Able to present generally 
convincing overview.  Points for comparison 
and contrast are well-chosen and clearly 
argued. 


4 31-40 


Thorough knowledge, understanding and 
insights gained from integrated study. 
Sophisticated application of concepts and a wide 
range of approaches. Accurate and sensitive 
use of terminology. Very well-organised. 
Written expression is confident, fluent, with 
varying degrees of flair. Mature vocabulary.    


Perceptive awareness of how choices of 
form, structure and language affect readers 
and audiences. Assured reading of texts.  
Convincing and perceptive sub-textual 
exploration.  Some evidence of originality 
may be shown. Clear and sustained focus 
throughout response. 


Confident evaluation of the impact of 
contextual factors in shaping the production 
of texts and influencing different 
audiences/readers at different times. 
Points of comparison and contrast are 
astute and illuminating. Title/question 
addressed consistently and perceptively. 
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